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SCALING OF EXPLODING PUSHER TARGETS* 

John H. Nuckolls 

University of California, Laurence Livermore Laboratory 

Livermore, California 94550 

A theory of exploding pusher laser pusher targets is compared to 

results of LASNEX calculations and to Liveraore experiments. A 

scaling relationship is described which predicts the optima 

target/pulse combinations as a function of the laaer power. 

•Research performed under the auspices of the United States Energy, 

Research and Development Administration, Contract No. W-7*05-£og-48. 

SCALING OF EXPLODING PUSHER TARGETS 

Laser fusion exploding pusher targets were invented at Livemore 

in 1970 for use in initial experiment. We have named thia type 

of target HYPERION. The simplest version consists of a spherical 

hollow glass ojicrofrtipere filled with low density DT gas and noun ted 

on a stalk. Typical microsphere parameters are BO ua diaaeter, 1 Pa 

HYPERION have been developed including those in which the 

microsphere fusion capsule is enclosed in foam or mounted with a 
la glass or plastic sheet. A D. filled glass aicosphere target was 

first fabricated at LLL in 1970-71. The simple glass microsphere 
2 version first yielded DT neutrons in tests at KMSF in May 1974. 

A two beam confocal ellipse illumination system was usnd in these 

experiments. Advanced KYPERIONS first generated detectable neutrons 

in single beam JANUS laser experiment performed at LLL in December 

1974. The first experimental demonstration of thermonuclear 

fusion in a laser implosion was achieved with advanced two beam 

HYPERION targets at LLL in Hay 1975. /.n P/l lens illumination 

system was used in these experiments. In September 1976 ARGUS two 
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beam experiment*, advanced HYPERIONS achieve* record breaking 

t\eraonuclemT condition* including B kev" ion temperatures, 10 

cm s Lawson nutbers. and 10 DT saint (fuaioa energy/DT 

thermal energy). Figure on*. 

General Considerations 

HYPERION targets are particularly well suited to early later 

implosion experiment*. Because the pusher (glass shell) is suddenly 

heated and exploded by a short duration (̂  100 pa) high power laser 

pulse, the implosion is relatively insensitive to preheat by 

•u^erthermal electrons and x-rays and fluid instabilities grov 

relatively slowly. Figure 2 shows calculations of the 

characteristic decrease of the exploding pusher density during 

implosion and for comparison the behavior of a high density target. 

The laser temporal pulse shape may be G*ut»i*n and the illumination 

may be relatively asymmetric (with some degradation in neutron 

yield). A variety of emissions from the imploding target make 

detailed diagnostic* possible, including x-rays, neutrons, alpha 

particle*, ions, and scattered light. 

The HYPERION target may be imploded to thermonuclear conditions 

with lasers having energies as email as a few joulea. With auch 

email energies, targets weighing only a few ng can be heated to keV 
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temperatures at which observable fusion occurs. 

The HYPERION target is designed to drive ng nasse* to multi-keV 

ion temperatures. Laser light priaarily heats electrons, whereas it 

is the heated DT ions which generate fusion reactions. Since the* 

ion-electron coupling tine in ng Masses of liquid density DT at k«V 

temperature* is such larger than the hydrodynsaic disassembly tine* 

sinple hcnogeneous DT pellets are poorly suiteJ to early experinenta 

with sajall lasers. For example, 10 ng of liquid density DT may b* 

heated to 10 keV electron temperature with 4 joules absorbed 

energy. The ^ 100 ps i» required for the electrons to heat the ions 

to 2 keV, whereas the hydrodynamie disassembly tine is 10 ps. 

The HYPERION target <*_-ign over cosies this ion heating difficulty 

by enclosing the low density DT gas (2 ag/ca ) in a much higher 

density glass aicroballoon. This glass and the DT gae are suddenly 

heated to 0.1-1 keV electron temperatures by laser heated 

electrons. The laser heated electron spectrun has a strong 

aupertheraal component up to 10 keV due to resonance absorption and 

plasma instabilities. The high thermal electron pressure in the 

glass causes it to explode inward and outward at high velocities 

{lo'-10* cm/s>. The imploding glass ions collide with the DT 

ions giving the DT ions average energies ranging from several 

hundred electron vol CM to several keV. 

In nost experiments which have been conducted so far, the range 
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of these DT ions is auch less than the'capsule radius in the early 

stages of the inplosion. Consequently, ion-ion collisions in the DT 

generate an inward moving ion shock. Behind this shock the inward 

raving glass continues to be heated by laser driven electrons and 

accelerates to higher velocities, further compressing and heating 

the DT lav*. This post shock compression/heating of the DT ions is 

moderately adiabatic, and approximately follows an adiabat with an 

average varying from 3/2 to 2. The fuel compression history shows 

•oderate entropy changes due to ion-electron coupling and to energy 

transport by ion conduction. Figure three shows typical compression 

tracks in pressure-density coordinates of calculations of various 

exploding pusher experiaents and an ablative, isentropic high gain 

target. In the late stages of the implosion tht DT ion range may be 

comparable to the radius. However, the range is auch shorter in the 

surrounding glass. The inplosion culainates when the impulse 

generated by the compressing DT stops the inward moving glass. The 

DT ion temperature generally greatly exceeds the electron 

temperaCure because che rate of compressive work is much larger than 

the ion-electron coupling and the ion conduction is auch weaker than 

the electron conduction. 

To a first approximation the compressed DT density is 

proportional to that given by filling the original voluae enclosed 

by the aicrobslloon with the inner half of the glass mass. 
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Typically the DT is compressed to approximately liquid density. 

Electron conduction generate* a aoderately symmetric implosion 

even if the heating Is somewhat asymmetric. Wulti keV laser heated 

electrons transport energy through the low density piaim* blowing, 

off the peliet over distances comparable to the pellet size in a 

time comparable to the implosion time. The classical mean free path 

of a 20 keV elec ron in 2=10 plasna at critical density for Hd light 

is % 100 un» » typical pellet diameter, and the corresponding 

electron velocity is ^10 cm/second. However, a significant 

tine is required for a substantial corona region to develop and 

electron transport is inhibited by plasma turbulence and 

self-generated magnetic fields. 

Plasma theory and computer simulations have successfully 

predicted the spectrum of superthermal electrons as a function of 

laeer intensity and the absorption of laser light as a function of 

the angle of incidence and the polarization. Typically, for a 

simple HYPERION 251 is absorbed overall, mainly via resonance 

absorption. For the targets with the highest neutron yields, the 

laser light is sufficiently intense so that inverse bremsstrahlung 

absorption is supreased by self"Steepening of the density profile 

and by superthermal electron quiver velocities. More efficient 

absorption has been achieved with advanced HYPERION designs. 

In Figure 4, the significant characteristics of exploding pusher 
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Cargeta are coapared to those of typical ablative isentropie high 

S«in target*. 

Scaling 

A hey tarjet design objective is: for e«ch laser power to find 

the optimum combination of glass dimensions, DT density, later pulse 

length, and focusing. The number of parameters to be varied is 

sufficiently large so that it is difficult and expensive to find 

these optima experimentally. At LLL we have predicted the optimum 

designs with the LASKEX computer program (see preceding article)* 

and corcentraced most of our experiments in the region of these 

predicted optima. Comparison of extensive and detailed diagnostic 

measurements of neutron yield, DT ion temperature, implosion 

velocity, K-ray spectra, etc., with LAStiEX calculations shows good 

agreement. Figures 5 and 6. 

Jon Larsen has made extensive LASNEX parameter studies of 

exploding pusher targets. * Some of these results are eho*<a in 

Figures 7 and 8. For constant laser power there is a set of 

target/pulse parameters which give near maximum neutron yield. 

These optima have several striking features. The compressed DT 

density is nearly constant. The capsule vail thickness is nearly 

proportional to the radius and both increase slowly with power. The 
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neutron yields vary approximately with the power squared. 

Absorbed 

Power (TW) 

0.1 

1 

10 

"" "'̂  The peak DT ion temperature varies with the square of th« implosion 

velocity and the density varies with the ratio of the wall thickness 

to the radius. Table I. At constant power, maximum neutron yield 

is achieved by a group of capsule-pu£«c combinations zn which the DT 

ion temperature varies from 6 ^15 kcV. Figure 9. 

Published theories and semi-empirical models of axploding pusher 

implosions do not predict thti* features. In reference ?, it z« 

assumed incorrectly that absorption is mainly by inverse 

bremastrahlung («o that relatively few tuperthermel electrons or 

x-raya are generated), that the itiplosion is ablatively drives 

rather than exploding pusher, and that the imploded glass is 

relatively cold and dense. Consequently, the calculated DT 

densities increase with laser powar, and are « factor of 10 t>* 100 

fold too high. Also the ion temperatures are several fold too lev. 

This theory does not predice the correct variation of neutron yield 
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with laser power or the optimum target/laser pulse combinations. 

The formula in Reference 5 contains several parameters which have * 

been adjusted to reproduce a set of LASNEX calculations. The resalts 

agree rather veil with the neutron yields of most simple exploding 

pusher expe:iwents which have been conducted at LLL. However, even 

when normalized n.. the LnSNEX results at 0.1 and 1 TV, this formula 

does not correctly predict the optimum target/pulse combination at 

10 Ttf. The predicted wall thickness is several fold too thin and 

the neutron yield several fold too high. The compression assumption 

used in this formula is seriously in error so that the predicted 

compressions increase with specific energy. In addition the 

limiting effects of electron decoupling in the shell and thermal 

quenching in the fuel are not included. A current veraion of this 

fomula with an improved compression assumption is described in the 

1976 LLL Laser Fusion Annual Report, (in publication). 

In the remainder of this article, scaling rules are developed 

for the set of capsules which are optimum for absorbed laser powers 

varying from 0.1 to 10 TW. Both hydrodynamic and transport physics 



if scaled Co generate these capsule-laser sealing rules . 

In general, the oaxiaua DT ion and electron temperatures, Q. 

and Q , are related to the aaxiaua iaplosion velocity , V , by 

Let p be the pressure-tiae inpulsft generated at the culmination of 

the iaplosion. Then 

where Ar i s the thickness of glass which can be affected by this 



impulse in tine t,p ia the imploded glase density, and p ia the 

pressure in 10 ergs/cm . Using Ar " W f ~ T« >nd the DT 

equation of state, we find 

S * 

To a firit approximation, the iaploded glass immediately adjacent to 

the compressed DT im at the aam£ pressure, temperature and density 

aa the DT (due to hydrodynamics and electron and ion conduction). 

The decreasing pressure with radius roughly compensates for the 

fewer particles/mass in the glass. Consequently, 

25 V, 2 * . ± * », 

This equation is in excellent agreement with MSNEX calculations. 

<Table I). The electron temperature aay ba estimated by 

distributing half the absorbed energy thoughout the capsule mass. 

(Roughly half the absorbed energy is in hydrodynamic motion.) 

However, for optimum capsules which wt consider here, 9. » Q ia 

the DT fuel. 



In the implosion, the DT ions are first shocked, then compressed 

quasi-isentropically. Assume the matter velocity behind the initial 

shock is V and the shock compression is four fold ( y*~~"-j • 4 for Y " 5/3 J 

Then assume the pusher Accelerates (due to isothermal blovoff) to* 

velocity V , corapreasing the DT ions aore or leas isentropically 

to n times the original uncompressed density. If the pressure and 

density in the DT after passage of the first shock are p and 

4P n, then 

J , using p - (Y ~ l)pe, G - | V Q
2 

Y 
The final pressure is p • V^ "\ Then using P " P Q (JJ * V " 5 / 3 » 

it follows t^at 

,3 
v * 

n - 20( •ft)' 
It is implicitly assumed that the glass mass is many times larger 



than the DT aass. Typcially V is approximately equal to the 

average sound speed in the glass and V < 2V . For 

V^ 2 » 2 V Z , TjssfiO which is typical of LASNEX calculations. 

When this compression equation is conpared with detailed LASNEX 

calculations, it is found that V_ varies rapidly with radius. 

Also there is significant energy conduction froa the shocked M ions 

to the colder glass, and energy couDlinj to the DT electrons. 

Consequently 7 varies froa 3/2 to 2. However for the **£ of 

optimum capsules, "V • 5/3 if « good approximation. 

The DT compression may also be simply approximated by filling 

the volume enclosed by the microballoon with the inner half of the 

mieroballoon mass. Then for 

the average glass density is 

ST"" 

Because of the radial pressure gradient the central glass density is 



several fold higher than J. The DT density is proportional to 

the central slaaa density because the pressures are equalized by 

hydrodynamics and the temperature* by thermal conduction. Henre, 

the DT density, pt is also proportional tOj£- and to-jj . 

Inspection of LASNEX calculations, in Table I, shows a good 

approximation is 

The capsule and later pulse parameters aay be related by the two 
expression* for density derived above. 

• ( % ) ' 

2 . 
Assume the initial implosion velocity squared, Vo * l 

proportional to the energy/mass: v •* "« , where t is the 

Gaussian pulse width. Then since V_ — B± 



For the set of laser pusles and capsules which are optimally 
matched, we assume that t is proportional to the implosion time y— 

2 • 
Since V ~ $.t ve have 

ll/3 W" 
Comparison with optimunn LASNEX results show good agreement. 

The neutron yield, N, is given by 

where t is the burn time and ov is the temporal and spatial average 
of the Maxwell velocity averaged reaction rate. 

Fokker-Planck calculations have been made in the paraaeter space 
over which these capsules are being scaled. These calculations show 
that the DT ion distribution is sufficiently Maxwell-Boltzman so 
that use of sv* gives approximately the correct neutron yield. 

Depending .m the imploded conditions, the burn time could be 
determined by hydrodynamics; thermal losses via ion-electron 
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coupling, radiation or conduction or by mass losses via diffusion of 
the hot DT into the glass. The hydrodynsmc (inertial) time i* 

where C, the sound speed in the compressed DT fuel, varies with the 
square root of the ion temperature. If the inertial time were 
limiting, then the optimum temperature would fee 15 -20 keV since the 

neutron yield would vary as M
D T~jjj~ «" d « 15 - 20 keV cv varies as 

the three halves power of temperature. Consequently, the optimua 
temperatures may be smaller than 15 - 20 keV. 

As noted previously, for ng DT masses compressed to liquid 
densities and nulti keV temperatures, neither the radiation nor the 
ion-electron tisiea are limiting. Tliia is determined by the ratios 
of the r*t* of compressive work to the rate of ion~el«ccron coupling 
and to the rate of radiative cooling. The ion conduction and mass 
lost are limited by the rate of diffusion from the DT through the 
adjacent layer of hot glass into the cooler glaas beyond. For the 
optimum eapsulee, fl. is sufficiently large so that these processes 
cannot be neglected. Consequently, in scaling froa a point on the 
curve at power P (in figure 9) to one P*, we require the number of 
ion mean free paths in the fuel to be constant• Henea 

r 2 2 
^- A, constant, and or i. 6^ slnae \ p •» y. 

This is equivalent to setting the difffusion tine proportional to 
the inertial time. The thickness of the glass "blanket" adjacent to 



the iaplofled DT is proportional to T since the condition 
V 25 2$$Av.plie* that the tamper mass approximately equals the 
DT fuel M S S . (Conversion of the DT kinetic energy into ion thernal 

2 
energy would give V « 50 6. hence roughly half th« DT 
thermal energy cones fron the kinetic energy of an equal sast of . 
adjacent glass. 

Using the inertial time -s for the burn tive t, Che neutron 

equation is 

WvMpj, o t <ff ^ HJJ pr ^ 

1/3 Z/3 4B 
Then since *>r "w >L_ p , and o ^ H 

N . R 1 0 ' 3 *R 2 / 3 f , c „ 6 j 
1/2 

finally we require the number of superehernal electron swan free 
paths in the glass shell to be constant for corresponding point* on 
neutron vs. tetpperature curves with powers F and P*. However, this 
constant nay vary slowly along each curve at constant power. This 
requirement is inposed because the shells are driven to the 



threshold of electron decoupling, and/or energy nust be transported 
at a sufficient rate from the critical surface to the accelerating 
glasa-DT interface. Hence 

AR = constant 

. 2 The hot electron temperature 8 

given by the flux limiter equation in LASHEX, 

i-.» 3 / 2 

Experiments and theory show It. is proportional to the 0.4 power 
9 of the laser intensity and the 0.5 power of the laser 

wavelength. Use of this relation instead of the flux limiter gives 
almost the same scaling rules if the laser wavelength is not 
varied. All the LASNEX calculations analyzed here were run with Nd 
light. In analysing the effect of wavelength, the correct equation 
must be used. 



When a l l of these conditions are used, the following scaling 

rules result 

; • : Jim-."* 
If ov varies as 9. over a liaited range, the 

In the 8 - 1 2 keV range n •* 2.5 end 

With the acaling the neutron yield varies approximately with the 
square of the laser power in agreeaent with LASNEX calculations. In 
Table II these scaling rules are used to generate results at 12 TV 
and .12 T* starting from a LASNEX calculation at 1.2 TW (point 3 in 



Figure 9). For compariao.i similiar LASNEX calculations at 12 and 
.12 TU are also shown (points 6 and 0). 

TABU II 

3(1.2 .a LASNEX) 

-(12.5 TV SCALE) 

6(11.4 TW LABNEX) 

-(0.125 TW Scale) 

!0.!2 TO LASNEX) 

K(u») 
1 

t g(p.) ^(keV) 11 
1 

t g(p.) ^(keV) 

60 1 65 12 2.4 x 1 0 1 0 

184 J.3 122 IS ,.5*Wn 

188 i 100 15 12 1.9 x 10 

35 0.43 35 8 3.7 it 10 8 

30 0.4 30 7.9 3.2 X 10 S 

The lower temperature LASNEX calculation in Figure 5 are also rather well 

related by the scaling rules as shovn in Table III. 

1(1.47 TW LASNEX) 

-(12.5 TB SCALE) 

4(12 TW LASNEX) 

2(1.3 TK LASNEX) 

-(12.5 TV SCALE) 

6(11.7 TV LASNEX) 

VABLE III 

*(„•) AR( ua) t t(pa) SjOceV) N 
120 0.7 100 6.3 2.3 , 1 0 1 0 

262 1.5 180 6.3 2.3 x 1 0 1 0 

262 1.5 165 10.0 2.0 x 1 0 1 2 

100 0.7 65 1.1 12 2.2 X 10 

230 1.5 122 12.3 12 1.4 X 10 

225 1.5 130 13.2 2.0 X 1 0 1 2 



The relatively weak dependence of neutron yield on peak i 0n te»perature"in the 

6-15 keV range for powers £1 TO nay be understood aa followa. Tile neutron 

yield is given by 

i * R 1 0 ' 3 i R 2 / 5 e ^ , 7 < e ± < w k.y 

and ©. is given by 

R3 W H V ^ W 
1/3 1/2 

using R T, A t 

Therefore, for constant P 

8 j
3 - H " 1 0 ' 3 OR" 2' 3 



and 

N "' 6 i " 3 8 t
2 •«• Sj" 1. 7 < 9 ± < 14 keV 

Hence the variation in neutron in this temperature range sh< uld be only two 

fold and the optimum ion temperature is somewhat less than 10 keV. 

Inspection of the LASNEX calculations shows that the number of 

electron mean free paths in the pusher, the number of ion mean free 

paths in the compressed fuel, and 

temperature decreases at constant power (Table 4 ) . The ratios are 

normalized to those of #3. 



TABLE IV 

I e i R 
OR 

r IK 

1 6.3 2.1 3.3 2 0.9 

2 8.1 1.7 1.8 1.25 1.05 

3 12 1 1 1 1 

4 10.1 2.1 2.7 2 .86 

S 13.2 1.9 1.5 1.15 .96 

e 15 1.2 1.3 1 .98 

At the higheet temperaturea, aoae thenaal quenching of the burn ia occi-ing, 

ao that tha neutron yield ia alightly increaaed by moderately inereaaint r 

aa 8. ia reduced. However-£ and-;— are coupled and auat increaaa 
*i ah 

together. Uaing 

;t.p.^<.:J.!*S*.zf (h)m*\m. I2 ( » ) ' 
it follow* that 

flR • , . 1/9 

•W 



innisiing ~^- reduces electron energy tranitport tf/ the glass-DT 
*eh 

interface, i.-d results in less efficient use of t*»e laser energy.-

The combined effect of changing 6.» ~ - , and ^-- in a self 
1 A i Xeh 

consistent way results in nearly constant neutron yield for 

7< 9.< 15 keV with P >1 TW. Figure 10 show* Figure 9 with 

contours of equal numbers of mean free paths superimposed. The 

optima* LASNKX results form a simple and beautiful pattern 

determined by basic physical processes. 

Possible sets of scaling rules at constant power are still being 

analyzed. Tentatively, a fairly good set it 

as,)2'3 p 2 / " 
h "• ( 

\ a 2 

- tW 
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The existence of an optimua initial DT density,0 , follows 

from two competing effects. Increasing 0 increases H__,, but 

decreases the DT ion temperature. Since the neutron yield is 

proportional to both the DT mass and to some power of the ion 

temperature (via o7), there is an optimua initial DT density. The 

near invsrience of this optimum density for the capsules considered 

here follows from several considerations: the weak dependence of 

ion temperature on density; DT thermal quenching and mass loss 

limits on the ion temperature; and the ion temperatures being below 

the 15 - 20 keV optimum. For the 10 TW absorbed calculations whtre 

the ion temperature approaches 15 -20 keV, LASNEX shows the optimum 

initial density has begus to increase and is 5 x 1U~ g/ca . 

From these considerations a steady increase in the optimum is 

evpected for higher laser power*. 

For suboptimal exploding pusher capsule-pulse combinations, 

these scaling fuels nay not apply. The pulse capsule mismatch a«y 

be compensated for by use of the effective absorbed energy 

«pprojcinscion in reference 5. However, this approximation ha* 

limited validity. Implosions in which the pusher does not explode 

also follow different scaling rules. 



Figure Captions 

Figure One DT ion temperatures, Lawson numbers, and DT gains-

achieved in LLL laser fusion experiments with 

HYPERION targets. The Lawson number is the product 

of the electron density and confinement tine, and 

the DT gain la the ratio of the fusion energy 

generated to the thermal energy in the DT ion and 

electrons. Performance of various Magnetic fusion 

machines is also shown. 

Figure Two Maximum density in HYFERIOH glass microballoons vs. 

radius/initial radius. Explosion of glass to lower 

denaisty drives the implosion of the DT fuel. Also 

shown for comparison is projected performance of 

typical high density target. 

figure Three Pressure density tracks followed by DT fuel in LLL 

laser fusion experiments with HYPERION targets. 

Maximum ion temperatures are also indicated. 

Curvature is due to energy coupling to DT electrons 

and to ion conduction to glass. Projected tracks 

for typical high density target are also shown. 

Figure Four Comparison of HYPERION exploding pusher low density, 

target parameters and those projected for typica] 

high density targets. 



Figure Five Comparison of LASNXX predictions of neutron yield 

with experimental measurements for a series of 

HYPERION targets imploded by the JANUS and ARGUS lfd 

glass lasers. 

Figure Six Comparison of LASNEX predictions of various 

parameters of exploding pusher target implosions 

with esperimental neaaureaients. 

Figures Seven 

and Eight Result* of LASNEX parameter studies of exploding 

pusher targets imploded with spherically symmetries 

laser pulse. 

Figure Mine Optimum capsule - pulse combinations at absorbed 

laser powers of 0.12, 1.2, and 12 TW vs. DT ion 

temperature. Table shows capsule radius and wall 

thickness and laser pulse width (Gaussian FWHM). 

Figure Ten Figure S with contours of equal numbers of mean free 

paths and scaling remits. Note that #3 and #6 arc 

not scaling pairs. The key lole of transport 

processes in scaling is obvious. 

Figure Eleven Domain in R, AK »p«e« of the set of exploding pusher 

capsules having maximum neutron yield at constant laser 

power Processes bounding this domain are indicated. 
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Fuel Temperature (keV) 
Implosion Velocity (cm/s) 

Gain 

Fuel State (initial) 

Surface Finish 
Fluid Instabilities 

Pulse Shape 
Entropy Change 

Laser Energy/Power 

Symmetry Sensitivity 

Preheat Sensitivity 

Figure 4 

EXPLODING PUSHER 

0.1 - 10 

1-20 VeY 
1-10 x 10 7 

! 0 - 6 -10" 1 

Low density 

1000 A 
insensitive 

Causaian 
High 

10 J/0.1 TO 

least 

least 

HIGH DENSITY 

300 - 10.000 

10 - 100 heV 
2 - 6 x 10 7 

10" 2 - 100 

Cryogenic 
shell 

100 - 1000 A 
sensitive 

5 Step 

near isentropic 

J O KJ/30 TW 

high 

high 



J? 

NEUTRON YIELDS- EXPERIMENTS VS LASNEX .113 
io 1 0 

io» 

107 

c 
I 106 

2 
10s 

10* 

103 

10* 

i—i—i—i—i—r 

O Lasnex prediction 
• Experiments 

6 
Dodo Do 

Q°D°D 

i i I I I i r 
rt corroboration of rirti 

TN reactions •—-—"O^ 

D° 
a proof of 

TN reactions«. _. r-,0 

o D o D 

D 
O ? D o 

tt J L i l I l JL I ' -I I 
A B C D E F G H I 

Target design 
K L M N 



LASER IMPLOSIONS - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS AND 
CALCULATIONS (LASNEX) |̂ J 

Quantity Experiment LASNEX Laser Focusing Target Diagnostic 

Neutron yield 1-2 X 10» 2 XIO* ARGUS 2 F/1 lenses Complex Cu activation, 
scintillator PMT 

Alpha energy 
IMeV) 

3.3 3.3 
ARGUS 

2 F/1 ! « « ; fjnrajnla)! aTOF 

Ion temperature 
(keV) 

6 - 1 0 8 ARGUS 2 F/ lenses Complex n, a TOF 

Implosion 
velocity (em/t) 

3 X 1 0 7 3.3 X 107 JANUS Conlocal Bell Streaked X pinhole, 
X streaking 

Density (aj/cm3) 0.1 - 0.2 0.1 - 0.2 JANUS/ 
ARGUS 

2 F/1 lenses Ball/ 
complex 

X-ray microscope 

Absorbed energy 20-25 20-25 JANUS/ 
ARGUS 

F/1 and 
contact! 

Ball Calorimeter, ions, 
diode a m y 

60-05-0277-07M S777 



EXPLODING PUSHER NEUTRON YIELD AS A FUNCTION OF TARGET 
PULSE WIDTH AND LASER POWER > .129 

i o 1 3 

1 0 " 

10" 

1 10 1 0 

> 
c 

1 1 0 9 

z 
10 8 

10 7 

10* 

All for 20 TW, 50% absorption 
200 ft diam, 2 p wall 

All targets have 2 mg/cc D-T fill LASNEX I D -

• 2 TW, 25% absorption, 80 M diam/0.7 p wall 

0.5 TW, 25% absorption, 80 M diam/0.7 wall 

' • ' I • • ' ! ' • I I I I 1—1 L. 

SO-90-0477-0756 
100 200 300 

Pulse FWHM ~ psec 
400 



OPTIMUM HYPERION TARGETS WITH 1.0 MICRON WALL |g 

100 200 300 
Diameter, microm 

400 



s>t 

OPTIMUM NEUTRON YIELDS VERSUS DT ION 
TEMPERATURE 

1 0 " 

1 0 1 2 

•I 10" 

| ™ 1 0 

10 9 

10 8 

4 
O 

5 6 12 TW 

Lasnex .data O 

1 2 3 
-0 -1 .2TW 

•0.12TW 
_L 

5 10 15 
DT ion temperature, keV 

20 

Power Radius Thickness 
Pulse 
width N 

6 11.4 188 Mm 2/ jm 100 ps 1.9 X 1 0 1 2 

5 11.7 225 1.5 130 2 X 1 0 1 2 

4 12 262 1.5 165 2 X 1 0 1 2 

3 1.2 80 1 65 2.4 X 1 0 1 0 

2 1.31 100 0.7 65. 2.2 X 1 0 1 0 

1 1.47 120 0.7 100 2.3 X 1 0 1 0 

0 0.12 30 0.4 30 3.7 X 10 s 

50-90.0877-1888 



OPTIMUM NEUTRON YIELDS VERSES DT ION TEMPERATURE i£ 
n« 

1 ' / 2 . 5 « , '1.5 S1 Ai 
4 / 5 . / 6 / 

"ff 0 &' 12TW 

/ / / — / / • — 

/ / / / / / / / / / / s 
/ / f 

/ / / O Lasnex 

'' '' ' A Scaling rules ~ 

'o V ¥ 1.2 TW 
i t > 

1.2 TW 

i / ' _ ' / „ r AR 
1 f i 8~ — ~ — i ' i 

/ ' 
\ \ h 

/ i i i i i 

i / 5 - 0 ^ 0.12 TW 
1 1 i ' 

0 
50-904877-11 

5 10 15 
DT ion temperature, keV 

20 
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R, AR DOMAIN OF SET OF EXPLODING PUSHER CAPSULES HAVING 
MAXIMUM NEUTRON YIELD AT CONSTANT LASER POWER yg 

S0-9O-0S77-1887 
Thickness, AR 
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